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Field and experimental studies of
poxvirus infections in rodents

S. S. MARENNIKOVA'

Data are presented from serological and virological investigations of natural and
experimental infections, in rodents, with different poxviruses. The demonstration of
poxvirus antibodies (virus neutralizing antibodies, antihaemagglutinins, and precipitins) in
the kidneys and/or lungs of rodents from Europe and Africa, and the isolation of
poxviruses from them, all indicate that rodents may be poxvirus carriers. Isolates from
rodents differed in their properties. Some, from Turkmenistan rodents orfrom white rats
caught near Moscow, appeared to be very close to cowpox virus, while others (from Zaire
rodents) were identical to variola-like (whitepox) viruses found earlier in monkeys in the
same region. The results suggest that rodents that carry the virus closely similar to cowpox
virus might be a source of infection for other animal species.

In 1973 and 1974, we investigated epizootics that
occurred in predators in the Moscow Zoo. The
causative agent was a cowpox-like virus that was
transmitted from white rats brought to the zoo (1).
Independently from the above episodes, similar
cowpox-like viruses have been isolated from rodents
from Turkmenistan, USSR (2,3) from an okapi in
the Netherlands (4), and from elephants in the
Federal Republic of Germany (5).
The role of rodents in the natural ecology of

cowpox or cowpox-like virus appears to be impor-
tant. This paper presents a review of several
episodes involving rodents, supported by our
laboratory studies of some isolates obtained.

Poxvirus zoonoses in rodents

On two occasions, in 1973 and 1974, we investi-
gated poxvirus outbreaks that occurred among
carnivores of the Felidae family and giant anteaters
at the Moscow Zoo. The outbreaks were caused by a
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poxvirus closely similar to cowpox virus. Investiga-
tions of the source of infection showed that 42% of
white rats delivered to the zoo for feeding to certain
carnivores (namely wild cats and pumas) had pox-
virus antibodies, including precipitins and anti-
haemagglutinins (Table 1). In both 1973 and 1974
there had been epizootics in the white rat breeding
colony that were characterized by high mortality,
infection of the respiratory and digestive tracts,
and-in the majority of cases-skin lesions (6). Five
strains of the virus were isolated from the rats in the
postepizootic period; they were identical to those
isolated from sick rats during the epizootic (strain
012 Moscow 73) and from big cats and giant
anteaters in the zoo. Attempts to identify the
original source from which the white rats were
infected were unsuccessful.

In Turkmenistan, three poxvirus strains were
isolated from big gerbils (Rhombomys opimus) and
yellow susliks (Citellus fulvus); laboratory studies
indicated that they were identical to three of the
poxvirus strains isolated from the zoo carnivores and
white rats.

Poxviruses have also been isolated from a sick
okapi in the Netherlands (4) and from sick elephants
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Table 1. Presence of pox antibodies and poxviruses in Moscow and Turkememistan rodents

Rodent antibodies/no, examined Virus isolates Rodents with virus
antibodies/no.examined~~~~~~~~~~~~~Trnsisio
Hi Peii N No. of Type of Tasiso

Species From anti- Precipi. anti- animals Designation Identi- Species State Virus natural of infion
boy tins boy with fled as Spce e location inauraio to otherbody body ~~~~virus ifcon animals

White Moscow 12/31 10/24 n.d. n.d. - Acute, pul- Carnivores
rats (zoo) monary, der- of Felidae

mal, and family;
Moscow n.d. n.d. n.d. 1/1 012 Moscow 73 Variety White Sick Lungs mixed form; elephant?
district of cow- rats mortality okapi ?
(breed- 33/100 18/ n.d. 4/100 Rat 1 Moscow 75a pox Some with Lungsand 30-50%; car-

ing 100 Rat 2 Moscow 75a virus signs of ill- kidney in a riage of virus
colony) Rat 3 Moscow 75 ness; others sick rat; at the conva-

Rat 4 Moscow 75 apparently lungs in ap- lescent
Rat 5 Moscow 75 healthy parently stage; in-

healthy rats apparent
form

of infection

Wild Turk- 85/570b 0/55b 55/428b 3/1623 Turkmenia 1 Big gerbils Apparently Kidney ? 7
ro- menis- (Rhombo- healthy After expe-

dents tan Turkmenia 2-74 Var- * mysopi- Spleen rimental
of 11 iety mus) and inoculation
spe- Turkmenia 3-74 of yellow Kidney - acute in-
cies cow- susliks fection

pox (Cittelus with high
virus fulvus) mortality;

carriage of
virus at the
convales-
cent stage

a Isolated from different organs of the same rat.
b Sera were tested after heating twice at 56' and 65° for 20 min with a 1-month interval of storage at 4-6°C.
n.d. = not done.

in the Federal Republic of Germany (5) and these
isolates were identical to isolates from the carnivores
and white rats in Moscow.

All the isolates mentioned resembled cowpox
virus in terms of pock morphology on chorioallan-
toic membrane (CAM), type of inclusion,
pathogenicity to rabbit skin, and in the gel precipita-
tion test. The only way in which the isolates differed
from cowpox virus was that they had a lower ceiling
temperature when grown on CAM.

Pattern of poxvirus multiplication in naturally
infected rodents

Except for some white rats that had evident signs
of the disease (crusts on the muzzle, conjunctivitis,
dishevelled hair, etc.), the rest of the rodents ex-
amined, including those from which we had obtained
isolates, were apparently healthy. Virus multiplica-
tion occurred in various organs of these animals (see
Table 1). In white rats examined shortly after the
second intensive epizootic, the virus was present
chiefly in the lungs, though in 1 of 4 cases it was also
found in the kidneys of a sick rat. On the other hand,
in the rodents from Turkmenistan (yellow susliks
and big gerbils) from which a similar virus was

isolated, the virus was not detected in the lung tissue
in any of the 776 animals examined but was found in
the kidneys and spleens.

Experimental pox infection in rodents in the
laboratory
The viruses tested were poxviruses from white rats

and carnivores of the Felidae family and isolates
from wild rodents from Turkmenistan.a They in-
duced clinically manifested infection in rodents
(including wild big gerbils and yellow susliks) by
various means of inoculation, including the intra-
nasal and oral routes, and by contact between
healthy and sick animals. When the disease was
manifest, the virus was detected in visceral organs,
blood, and lymph nodes. The quantity of virus
discovered depended on the route of inoculation,
animal species, and the age of the animal. In
particular, the highest virus concentration was found
in the lungs following intranasal inoculation, but skin
lesions were absent with this form of infection. In the
third and fourth weeks, the proportion of animals
from which virus was isolated greatly diminished.
After three weeks, the virus could be found in the

a The isolates from Turkmenistan were studied in collaboration
with Dr I. D. Ladnyi and Dr Z. I. Ogorodnikova.
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lungs, kidneys, spleen, liver, and sometimes in the
testes and urine. Poxvirus was detected in the
kidneys and testes after acute infection for up to
5 weeks, when observation was stopped.

Possible routes of infection among rodents
in natural conditions
As mentioned above, both respiratory and oral

routes of inoculation regularly resulted in infection
among natural virus carriers (big gerbils, yellow
susliks) as well as laboratory rodents. Poxvirus
infection was also transmitted among healthy young
rabbits when they were kept with rabbits infected
with monkeypox virus or with isolates from the
Turkmenistan rodents.

DISCUSSION

The most important finding of this study is that
rodents (white rats) played a role in the transmission
of poxvirus infection to other, taxonomically diffe-
rent, animal species. Poxvirus in white rats was the
source of a severe epizootic among carnivores of the
Felidae family and giant anteaters at the Moscow
Zoo. This was the first reported instance of rodents
maintaining a poxvirus and transmitting it to other
animal species.

The similarity of the etiological agents that caused
pox epizootics among rats, carnivores, okapi, and
elephants, indicates that rodents may also be a

source of infection for okapi and elephants. Further,
the possibility that rodents form a natural reservoir
of cowpox virus cannot be ignored.
The discovery of cowpox-like viruses in white rats

and carnivores in Moscow, in elephants and okapi in
Western Europe, and in wildlife rodents in remote
deserts in Turkmenistan also suggests that these
viruses may have a wide natural geographical dis-
tribution.

It is important to note that a few infections appear
to have occurred among people who handled the
sick elephants and carnivores (5,7), although none
of the cases was severe and none was confirmed by
virus isolation. The pathogenicity of these viruses for
in that they had a lower ceiling temperature. This
man requires further epidemiological study.

All the isolates studied differed from cowpox virus
difference was probably a result of the numerous
passages in chick embryos of the current cowpox
virus reference strain (Brighton). Additional studies
are required.

Testing of blood or sera from wild rodents caught
in Zaire revealed the presence of poxvirus anti-
bodies in several animals including one rodent from
which the whitepox virus had been isolated (Table
2). The isolates from these rodents differed from the
cowpox-like viruses described above but their prop-

erties resembled those of two whitepox (variola-
like) viruses isolated earlier from a chimpanzee and
a monkey captured in the same geographical region
(8,9). They also had features in common with the
isolate from an African gerbil described by Lourie et
al. (10).
Experimental inoculation of rodents, hamsters,

and cotton rats with whitepox viruses and with
variola virus by the intranasal, intracordial, and
other routes did not induce a clinically manifested
disease. Three and 4 days after inoculation with
whitepox virus, we failed to recover virus from the
organs of the majority of animals, though in indi-
vidual cases virus was discharged from the lung and/
or kidney after an interval of 7 or even 14 days. This
is thus another example from Africa of a poxvirus
being associated with two different animal groups,
namely rodents and nonhuman primates. The nature
of whitepox virus is under extensive study in our

laboratory.

Table 2. Presence of pox antibodies and poxviruses in African rodents

Rodent No. of animals with
antibodies/no. examined Virus isolates Rodents with virus

HI . N No. of dtdVrs Type of Transmission
Species From ani recipi- anti- animals Dsgain Ientified Species State loaions natural of infetoboay tins body with signation location infection t herDOO~~ OOuy ~virus "" animals

Wild Zaire 33/252 0/7 6/lI 2/362 RZ - 10 - 74 Whitepox Mastomys Apparently Kidney ? ?
rodents (variola-like) coucha healthy

of RZ - 38 - 75 virus (Muridae) and
20 species Helioscorus

rufobrachium
(Sciuridae)

'Specimens tested were mainly haemolized blood.
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RtSUMt

ETUDE D'INFECTIONS NATURELLES ET EXPERIMENTALES A POXVIRUS CHEZ LES RONGEURS

Les resultats d'etudes s6rologiques et virologiques prati-
quees sur des rongeurs d'Europe et d'Afrique presentant
une infection naturelle ou experimentale causee par divers
poxvirus ont permis de demontrer la presence d'anticorps
contre ces virus (anticorps neutralisant le virus, anti-
h6magglutinines et precipitines) dans les reins et/ou les
poumons de ces animaux et d'isoler les poxvirus dont ils
etaient porteurs. Les isolats possedaient des caracteristi-
ques differentes selon qu'ils provenaient de rongeurs du

Turkmenistan et de rats blancs pris dans les environs de
Moscou - chez lesquels le virus semblait tres proche de
celui du cowpox - ou de rongeurs du Zaire, chez qui ils
etaient analogues au virus du whitepox (lui-meme proche
de celui de la variole) identifie anterieurement chez des
singes de la meme region. L'analyse des donnees rassem-
blees donne a penser que les rongeurs porteurs d'un virus
tres proche de celui du cowpox pourraient constituer un
reservoir d'infection pour d'autres especes animales.
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